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Argumentations of the scientists
Decision problem 1 Letter of Compton to the secretary of state Harrison
This is the introductory letter to the report of the researchers of the Metallurgical Laboratory of the
University of Chicago (decsion2).
Text in Stoff page 138
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Analysis

It starts with a general introduction. The Second paragraph of the report suggests ”the predominating
importance of considering the use of the nuclear bombs as a problem of long range policy rather than
for its military advantage in this war.
The real options are mentioned in the next paragraph
In the last paragraph Compton adds his own estimations. However, he does not make a choice so this is
ignored.

Decision tree
S1 = to make a technical but not military demonstration plus a recommendation by the US to outlaw
the military use of atomic explosives
O1= an agreement to Outlaw nuclear weapons (not mentioned but implied)
S2= military use by the US
O21= prejudice the world against accepting any future recommendation by the US to outlaw these
weapons
O22= military advantage in the war (see above)
The previous paragraph suggests that the long range policy is more important than the military
advantage of the weapon in this war
Therefore the suggested strategy was S1
Decision rule
The rule that this strategy predicts is the lexicographic rule
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Decision problem 2 Franck , Preamble of the report of the Metallurgic laboratory
Text in Stoff page 140
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Analysis
He starts with an argument why they write about this issue, not that they are the authority on this topic
but they are the people who know about the consequences of the nuclear bomb while the rest of the
population does not know about it because of the secret development in Los Alamos.
The second paragraph discussed the effect of scientific inventions. Normally these inventions could have
been used for the benefit of mankind or not. But in this case the scientists have developed a weapon
with infinitely greater dangers.
The next line is a general outcome. All of us live with the vision before our eyes of
Sudden destruction visited on our country, of a Pearl Harbor disaster repeated in thousand‐fold
magnification in every one of our major cities .
It is not being said but one can imagine that they expect this outcome of the not mentioned strategy1 :
S1 Going on this path of the development of nuclear bombs (short denoted as Arms ace)
They next indicate the probability saying:
P11 Science cannot promise
011 such an efficient protection against the destructive use of nuclear power as against other weapons.
P12 most likely there will be no protection (not mentioned)
O12 total destruction (implied)
Then a second possible strategy is mentioned but immediately rejected as impossible as follows
“ in the absence of an international authority which would make all resort to force in international
conflict impossible with as a consequence total mutual destruction”
So the protection can only come from another strategy which is:
S2 International agreements between nations “barring” a nuclear armament race
O21 divert from a path which must lead to total mutual destruction
P21 could
022 arms race and mutual destruction (implied)
P22 could (implied)
Strategy 2 is obviously suggested as the preferred strategy.
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Decision tree
S1 arms race
P11 science can
not promise

p12 most
likely

011= protection
Against mutual
destruction

o12 total
destruction

S2 International agreements
p21 could

o21 divert
mutual
destruction

p22 could not

o22 arms race
and mutual
destruction

Decision table

S1 arms race

Protection against
Mutual destruction
011= o21

mutal or total
destruction
o12=022

u11=+
P11 Science cannot promise

u12=‐
p12=most likel

S2 International
Agreements

Decision rule
Risk avoiding rule predict the preferred strategy

u22=‐
p22=could

divert mutual
destruction
021

u21=+
p21 could
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Decision problem 3
Franck , the report of the Metallurgic laboratory
Text in Stoff page 140‐143
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Analysis

The preambule has been analyzed as a separate decision problem see Decision problem 2.
At the bottom of the first (page 140) two strategies are mentioned which are elaborated in the next
pages:
S1 Keeping our discoveries secret for an indefinite time and S2 Developing our nucleonic armament at
such a pace that no other nations would think of attacking us from fear of overwhelming retaliation

On page 141 the report describes why they think that S1 will not work. They believe that other nations
have the same basic knowledge and can start develop their own nuclear bombs. So the conclusion is;
P11 it would be foolish to hope
O11 that this can protect us for more than a few years
P12 it is likely (implied)
O12 that the other nations start to develop their own nuclear bombs (Implied)
An intermediate discussion is presented about the possibility to prevent the other nations from
developing nuclear weapons by a monopoly on the raw material of nuclear power. However this
strategy is immediately rejected because Russia is so big that one can expect that they will also have
large reserves of uranium. So this option is not taken seriously.
Subtree for strategy S1
S1; Keeping our discoveries secret for an indefinite time
P11 foolish to hope

p12 is likely

O11 protect us for more than a few years

o12 arms race

Then they go on with the second strategy:
S2 Developing our nucleonic armament at such a pace that no other nations would think of attacking us
from fear of overwhelming retaliation
O21 the accumulation of a large number of bigger and better atomic bombs
P21 can, if produced at the maximum capacity in peace‐time
P22 can (implied)
022 not lead to a large number of bigger and better atomic bombs
On page 142 the authors suggest that the reaction of possible other countries in case O211 would be
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So: to attempt a sudden unprovoked blow simultaneously on all our major cities. The consequence
could be
PSo1 the temptation will be overwhelming
0211 Destruction of a major part of our industry and a large part of our population, aggregated in
densely populated metropolitan districts and no capacity for retaliation
P211 no doubt indicated (implied)
IT is of course also possible that
So2 the other nations will not do this
Ps02 small (Implied)
O212 no destruction (implied)
From the middle of the page 142 the report suggests a way to protect the US against such a first use of
nuclear weapons by another nation is to move the industry and population from dense areas of 500
squared miles to less dense populated areas. They don´t believe that this can be done but” felt,
however, that this dilemma had to be stated, to show what kind of alternative methods of protection
will have to be considered if no successful international agreements are reached.” They also mention
that the US should start now if they want to realize this protection because they have maximally 10
years before the other nations will overcome our head start.
The subtree for strategy S2
S2 rapid development of nuclear weapons for retaliation

P21= can , if if produced at the
Maximum capacity
O21 the accumulation of many
and better nuclear bombs

Pso1= overwhelming
Temptation
So1: first strike on
many places

pso2= very small

So2 ; no first strike

p211 no doubt

p212= no doubt

O211= destruction of
Industry and people
No capacity for
retaliation

O212= no destruction

p22= can

O22: no more weapons
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On page 143 in the section III “prospects of agreement” they start with saying that probably other
nations like Russia and China may be in a better position to create this protection than the US or
countries in Europe but also for these countries it seems an impossible thing to do. Imagine to
disintegrate cities like Moscow and St Petersburg. “Therefore, only lack of mutual trust and not lack of
desire for agreement, can stand in the path of an efficient agreement for the prevention of nuclear
warfare. The achievement of such an agreement will thus essentially depend on the integrity of
intentions and readiness to sacrifice the necessary fraction of one´s own sovereignty, by all the parties
of the agreement.”
Given this general idea the report considered two possible strategies to introduce the nuclear bomb in
the international debate:
S3 use of the present nuclear bombs without warning on an appropriately selected object in Japan
P31 it is doubtful
O31 to break the will or ability of Japan to resist
P32 maybe (implied)
O32 break the resistance (implied)
P33 undoubtedly
O33 important tactical results
P34 may easily destroy all our chances
034 succes i.e. an international agreement (implied)
After that the report explains why this will happen because all countries will be shocked by the use of
the weapon by the US and don´t trust the suggestion to abolish these weapons of the same country
After that the report discusses the effect on the public opinion in the US
P311=p321 it is not at all certain
0311=o321 approve of our own country being the first to introduce such a weapon
Implied is that these consequences can also not occur
P312=p322= 1‐p311
O312=o322= no approval of our country
So they summarize that the advantages of use of the bomb may be outweighed by the ensuing loss of
confidence and by a wave of horror an repulsion sweeping over the rest of the world and perhaps
dividing public opinion at home.
This suggests that the utility of this strategy is negative although the immediate results in the war are
positive but the negative effects on the trust and the possible agreement are larger
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The subtree for strategy S3
S3 use of the present bombs in Japan

P31= it is doubtful

p32= may be

O31= break resistance of
Japan

P311= not at all sure

p312 = not so sure

O311=approval of the p312 = disapproval of the
US public
US public

o32; no break of resistance

P321= not at all sure

p322 = not so sure

O321=approval of
the US public

p322= disapproval of
the US public

For all branches add
P33= undoubtedly
O33= important tactical results

P34= may easily destroy all our chances

O34= an international agreement

Overall the results of this strategy are evaluated as negative because they say: “the advantages of use of
the bomb may be outweighed by the ensuing loss of confidence and by a wave of horror an repulsion
sweeping over the rest of the world and perhaps dividing public opinion at home.”
On page 144 third section starts the discussion of the 4th strategy.
If the atmosphere is such that an agreement with control is possible the S4 should be tried
S4 A demonstration of the new weapon before the eyes of representatives of all the United Nations on
the desert or a barren island combined with a statement “ You see what sort of weapon we had but did
not use. We are ready to renounce its use in the future if other nations join us in this renunciation and
agree to the establishment of an efficient international control.”
P41= the best possible atmosphere could be achieved
041= achievement of an international agreement
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The text goes on with a bizarre perspective that one even gets permission to use the weapon in the war
after a warning in a deserted area in Japan. They assume that
P411possibly with sanction of the UN
o411 use of the weapon against Japan
But they should also realize
P42 possible (implied)
O42 no immediate international agreement (implied)
P421=1 (implied)
O421= armsrace (implied)

Subtrees for strategy S4
S4 Demo immediately in desert

P41= best possible

O41= agreement

p42= 1‐p41

o42 no agreement

P411

p412

p421= 1

0411 demo in Japan

no demo

O421= armsrace
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If the atmosphere is such that an agreement with control is not possible then they evaluate strategy S5
and S6
S5 Use of the bomb in Japan
P5=1= Will lead
O51 Humanitarian problems
O52 Immediate start of the armament race
Sub tree Strategy S5
S5 Use of the bomb in Japan
P5 will lead
O51 Humanitary problems
O52 Immediate start of the Arms race

S6 delay the demonstration at all
P61 Possible
O41 an increase of our head start in the form of a stockpile of atomic bombs in 5 or 6 years
After that the report indicates its preferred choice: Thus it is to our interest to delay the beginning of the
armaments race at least until the successful termination of the second stage (of development of nuclear
weapons)
Then again an evaluation of the utility of the different outcomes is given
∙”The benefit to the nation, and the saving of American lives in the future, achieving by renouncing an
early demonstration of nuclear bombs and letting the other nations come in the race only reluctantly,
on the basis of guesswork and without definite knowledge that the thing doe work may far outweigh the
advantages to be gained by the immediate use of the first and comparatively inefficient bombs in the
war against Japan”
After that the report suggest the possibility that there will be not enough support for the development
of the weapons and so the advantage will not be obtained without a demonstration of the efficiency of
the working of the bomb
P62 possible
062 no support for development and No head start
Then they suggest as well that possibly the armaments race is not prevented because due to the delay
of the demonstration other nations don´t trust the US and start immediately with their research
P611=P621 Worsening the chances
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O611=O621 ultimate accord on international control of nuclear weapons
P612=P622 increased chance
O612=O622 arms race
Finally they say why those who made the bomb are against immediate use and they suggest that the
population may accept this decision not to use them now and also to support all attempts to make the
use of these weapons impossible if their potentialities are demonstrated.
An agreement can only be realized if control can be organized. The last section discusses the way this
can be organized. This is the topic of the next section
Subtree for strategy S5
S6 Delay the demonstration
P61=possible

061 = head start

p62= possible

o62= no head start

P611=worsening
chances

p612=increasing
chances

p621=p611

p622=p612

O611= agreement

0612= armsrace

O621=o611

O622=o612

Decision rule
It seems to be clear that they want to prevent an arms race with as a possible consequence a total
destruction of the world. But because of the complexity of the description of the decision problem with
rank ordered utilities and rank ordered probabilities there is no simple decision rule that can predict
their choice.
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Decision problem 4
Glen Seaborg to Ernest O Lawrence June 13 1945 .
Source Nuclearfiles.org
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Analysis
He presents in the first section why he writes this letter and indicates that this is the almost unanimous
opinion of people associated with him in his section of the Chemistry division. He gives conclusions and
not all details.
In the second section he suggest: “the basic facts concerning the successful release of nuclear energy
and its immense destructive possibilities should be made public and impressed upon public opinion in
this country and all over the world very soon”
Given the word “should” this text presents his preferred choice to inform the public but he does not give
the arguments for this preference. Then he continuous to explain that it should be done in two steps,
one for the public in general and one in the form of standard scientific publications. He also suggests
that some information should not be presented about the production processes as it is not uncommon
in industrial operations.
In the third section he discussed the use of the atomic weapon in the present war:
S1 is the use of the atomic weapon dire3ctly upon Japan without warning. The he expects:
(O11) “Our country would probably (p11) lose some of the confidence of our Allies and (O12)
deteriorate our moral position with respect to the outlawing of future use of the weapon if (S1) we were
to use it directly upon Japan without warning.
The fact that he says probably, implies that there is also a probability (p12) that this does not happen
negation of O11 and O12
As alternative he suggests : (O21)It seems certain that the moral position of our country would be
greatly strengthened if (S2) the first demonstration of this weapon were made upon some inhabited
island in the presence of the invited representatives of all the leading countries of the world including
Japan. Then he continues with this strategy in three steps: “Following such a successful demonstration
(S22)Japan would be given an ultimatum to surrender and if (O211)this ultimatum was not accepted,
(S23 the question of then using the weapon be decided by the US together with the UN. (O231The
sanctions of the other leading nations would be important”
The question of international control of this weapon … should of course be vigorously pursued
immediately after the demonstration.
Although he does not make his choice explicit, it is clear from the fact that he continuous with the
problem of the control of the development of nuclear weapons that he prefers the second strategy.
After this section he continuous with the issue of the control of nuclear weapons which is a different
issue that we ignore as not important for the decision problem about the use of the nuclear weapons at
hat moment.
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Decision tree

S1
Use of the atomic weapon directly
upon Japan without warning

P11=probably

p12= 1‐probably

(O11) “Our country would lose some
of the confidence of our Allies
and
deterioration of our moral position
with respect to the outlawing of
future use of the weapon

012 no los of confidence
of our allies
and
no deterioration of our moral position
with respect to outlawing of
future use of the weapon

s2
1.The first demonstration of this weapon were made upon
some inhabited island in the presence of the invited representatives
of all the leading countries of the world including Japan.
2. ultimatum
3. use of the bomb
p2=Certain
(O21) the moral position of our country
would be greatly strengthened

s22
Ultimatum to Japan to surrender

P211=Possible

(O211) Ultimatum accepted

p212=possible

(O212) ultimatum not accepted

S23 use of the bomb against Japan
O23 support of the UN and other nations
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Decision table
S1
Use of the atomic weapon directly
upon Japan without warning

O11=Our country would lose some
of the confidence of our Allies
and
deterioration of our moral position
with respect to the outlawing of
future use of the weapon

probably

o12 Our country would NOT lose some
of the confidence of our Allies
and
NO deterioration of our moral position
with respect to the outlawing of
future use of the weapon

1.probably

S2
1. Demo
2. Ultimatum
3. Use of the bomb

_

+

O21= the moral position of the US
greatly strengthened

certain
+

O22= ultimatum accepted

possible
+

O23= use of bomb with support of UN
And other nations

possible
+

Decision Rule
The Risk avoiding suggest the chosen strategy S2
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Decision problem 5
Recommendations of the scientific panel June 16 1945
Author. J.R. Oppenheimer
Use of the nuclear bomb
Text in Stoff page 150
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Analysis
Section 1 gives an introduction.
Section 2 makes an argument that whatever will be decided, the countries Britain , Russia, France and
China should be informed about the development in this field and that suggestions would be welcome
how we can cooperate in making this development contribute to improved international relations.
There are no arguments given for this strategy so we do not include this part in the decision problem.
The decision problem starts in the next section. He starts to say that there is no unanimous opinion in
the scientific community. The opinions range from:
S1 a purely technical demonstration to S2 a military application best designed to induce surrender
Those who advocate S1 would wish to (O11) outlaw the use of nuclear weapons and have feared that if
we use the weapons now (O21) our position in the future negotiations will be prejudiced.
Others emphasize (022) the opportunity of saving American lives (by immediate military use) and that
such use (O23) will improve the international prospects (of prevention of war)
The latter are “more concerned with the prevention of war than with the elimination of this specific
weapon”
Then he suggests the inclination of the committee to the last opinion.
In the last section he confesses that as scientists they had no special knowledge about the issues about
the use of general aspects of atomic energy.

Decision tree
S1

S2

a purely technical demonstration

a military application best designed to induce surrender

(O11) outlaw the use of nuclear weapons

(O21) our position in the future negotiations
will be prejudiced.
(022) the opportunity of saving American lives
(O23) will improve the international prospects to
prevent war

When we assume that both groups accept the presented structure of the problem there is no solution
for this decision problem unless one makes an evaluation of the utilities of the consequences of the two
strategies. That is indeed the case:
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Those who see outlawing the use of nuclear weapons as more important than the outcomes of the use
of the weapons now chose S1
Those who see prevention of war as more important prefer strategy S2

The Decision table is the same as the decision tree
Oppenheimer suggests that both groups use a lexicographic rule to come to their choice
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Decision problem 6
A petition to the president of the United States (first version) July 3 1945
Author. L.Szilard
Use of the nuclear bomb
Source US National Archives, Record Group 77
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Analysis
Section 1 gives an introduction why he writes to the president who has to decide about the use of the
bomb
Section 2 mentions that the bomb was developed because of fear of the use of this weapon by
Germany. This danger does not exist anymore.
Then he suggests the following strategies:
S1 the destruction of Japanese cities by means of atomic bombs may very well be an effective method
of warfare. We feel however, that such an attack on Japan could not be justified in the present
circumstances.
We believe that the US ought not to resort to the use of atomic bombs in the present phase of the war,
at least not unless
S2 the terms which will be imposed upon Japan after the war are publicly announced and subsequently
Japan is given an opportunity to surrender.
(p21)If Japan still(O22) refused to surrender our nation would then be faced with a situation which
might require a re‐examination of her position with respect to the (S21)use of the atomic bombs in the
war.
This implies that Japan can also surrender (O21) and then the use of the bomb is not necessary.

The next section mentioned that the bomb is mainly made for destruction of cities and type of warfare
that was condemned by the American public when the Germans were doing this to cities in England.
The text goes on that the atomic bombs at our disposal represent only the first step in this direction and
there is almost no limit to the destructive power which will become available in the course of the
development.
Thus a nation which sets the precedent of using these newly liberated forces of nature for purposes of
destruction (p)may have to bear (O11)the responsibility of opening the door to an era of devastation on
an unimaginable scale.
Finally he suggest the present not to resort to the use of atomic bombs
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Decision tree
S1 use of atomic bombs in Japan
P1=May

p2=may not

O111: Japan surrenders

O112 no surrender

O121 responsible of opening the door
to an era of devastation on an
unimaginable scale

O122 =O121

S2 An ultimatum to Japan
+ use of the bomb if necessary

O21 Japan surrenders

O212:1Japan does not surrender

+
O22 No Responsibility for
devastation

S21 Use of the atomic bomb
O222 Japan surrenders +
O222 Responsible for devastation _

It is not clear which rule determines the preferred strategy S2
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Decision problem 7
A petition to the president of the United States (second version) July 17 1945
Author. L.Szilard
Use of the nuclear bomb
Source: Stoff document 62
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Analysis
Section 1 gives an introduction why he writes to the president who has to decide about the use of the
bomb
Section 2 mentions that the bomb was developed because of fear of the use of this weapon by
Germany. This danger does not exist anymore.
From section 3 onwards he develops his suggestions with respect to the use of the bomb
S1 The use of atomic bombs
Effective
+To bring the war to an end
(Arms race)
_All cities will be in danger of sudden
annihilation
_Responsibility of opening the door for
devastation on unimaginable scale
_our moral position would be weakened
_More difficult to bring the forces of destruction
Under control

S2 Provide Japan with an ultimatum
To surrender
Possible
+ surrender

possible
_ no surrender
S21 Use of atomic bombs
+Japan surrenders
_ (Arms race)
_ All cities will be in danger of sudden
annihilation
_Responsibility of opening the door for
devastation on unimaginable scale
_our moral position would be weakened
_More difficult to bring the forces of destruction
Under control

Decision rule
The reversed Simon rule predicts this choice.
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Decision problem 8
Lettre to the secretary of War of the US August 17 1945
Author. R.Oppenheimer
Future developments
Source: Stoff document 89
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Analysis
Section 1 gives an introduction why he writes this letter and why he will provide very general principles
instead of more specific technical ones. These general principles are:
1. That weapons quantitatively and qualitatively far more effective than the now available will
result from further work on those problems. (then follows why he thinks so)
2. No military countermeasures will be found which will be adequately effective in preventing the
delivery of atomic weapons
3. We are not only unable to guarantee hegemony for the next decades , we are equally unable to
insure that such hegemony , if achieved , could protect us from the most terrible destruction
In point 4 finally the decision problem and the suggested strategy is mentioned:
S1 development of more effective atomic weapons
P11 grave doubts
011 contribute essentially and permanently to the prevention of war
He explains then why he thinks so. Then he continues
S2 All necessary international arrangement be made to make future wars impossible
P2 Can be based only
02 safety of our nation
The latter is the strategy recommended unanimously by the scientific panel

Decision tree
S1 development of more effective atomic weapons
P11 grave doubts

p12 =likely

011 contribute essentially and
permanently to the prevention of war

012 No contribution to
essentially and permanently prevention of war

S2 All necessary international arrangement
be made to make future wars impossible
P2 only basis
02 safety of our nation
The Decision rule:
Risk avoiding rule because p2>p11 will lead to the choice of S2.
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Summary of the results
Nominal
Probabilities

rankordered
probabilities

Nominal
Utitilties

6,7

2,4,8

Rankordered
Utilities

1,5

3

Decision rules

decision problem

Reversed Simon
Risk avoiding
Lexicographic
No rule

7
2,4,8
1,5
3,6

Decision problem 6 is specified with positive and negative outcomes and there is no evaluation given of
these outcomes which is done later in decision problem 7 by the same decision maker.
Decision problem 3 has been specified with rank ordered probabilities and rank ordered utilities and due
to that there is no simple rule to predict the preferred choice.

